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Welcome to the Winter 2014-15 Issue of the IU view! 

 
This “Happy New Year Magic Mulled Wine” Edition includes a recipe for 
a spicy ceremonial approach to your New Year’s libation (yes, you can 
make it with juice only) to celebrate the steadily growing attention to the 
importance of land value taxation. 
 

But first off, please note in your calendar that the 2015 conference 
of the International Union for Land Value Taxation will be 

held in conjunction with the Council of Georgist Organizations in Detroit, 
Michigan, USA. The conference begins the evening of Tuesday, 4

th
 August 

and ends the morning of Sunday, 9
th

 August. The venue will be the 
Embassy Suites Hotel by Hilton Detroit – Southfield. The program and 
registration details forthcoming here: http://www.cgocouncil.org/ and 
will also be posted on the IU website.  
 
If you are not yet a member of the IU please know you are welcome to 
join us. There are several categories of membership including FREE here: 
http://www.theiu.org/ 
 

This newsletter begins with several interesting IU Member Reports 
from Bill Batt, Karl Fitzgerald, Peter Meakin, Nic Tideman, Carol Wilcox, 
and Ed Dodson. Next are details about a new book by Stephen Meintjes 

and Michael Jacques. titled Our Land, Our Rent, Our Jobs. 

 

You will learn about several recent Major Media Stories with land rent 

or land value taxation content including an article by Joseph Stiglitz in 
Harpers and his interviews with Bill Moyers Journal. The Econonist 
explains “Why land value taxes are so popular, yet so rare.” London’s 
famous freebie – the West End Extra – had a piece titled “Let’s Raise 
Money from Empty Sites” by Murad Qureshi, a Labour member of the 
London Assembly. The complete article is herein. 
 
The New York Times reported in November that “Biding for six blocks of 
airwaves to be used in mobile broadband has topped $34 billion.”  This 
means spectrum land rent for the people? We hope so. 
 

In the Land Rent Theft? section you can decide the answer to that 

question after reading about speculation in agricultural land in Germany; 
public land sales in Spain; the acquisition of Native American reservation 
land by Rio Tinto; and why aerospace corporations are trying to rewrite 
the UN’s Moon and Outer Space Treaties. 
 
Next you will find an invitation to come to Westminister on 4

th
 February 

for Rent Freedom Day. Then comes several pithy quotes, a 

“heavenly” cartoon, and voila, your very own Magic Mulled Wine Recipe. 
 

Cheers!                                               

http://www.theiu.org/
http://www.cgocouncil.org/
http://www.theiu.org/


 

IU Member Reports 

Bill Batt (US):  An opportunity arose this past June to join an educational visit to Cuba under the 

sponsorship of The Nation magazine. I learned much of interest including details about Jose Martí, father 

of the Cuban Revolution.  One editor of his works notes that in his writing and speaking Martí is known 

to have mentioned Marx only twice – once at Marx’s eulogy where he paid homage to George. In 

contrast, he “alludes to George dozens of times throughout his work, always admiringly.” Yet he has 

become Cuba’s national hero evoked by every faction and party for his writing about justice and his 

fervent nationalism. Read Bill’s article “Could Cuba Become Georgist?” on the IU’s website: 

www.theIU.org 
Karl Fitzgerald (Australia): Hopefully you can bang this youtube on as u wash some dishes. This 

was a pretty decent presentation i gave at the Sustainable Economies Law Centre (Oakland) a few weeks 

ago. I'm working on the formula behind this CLT (mentioned in the video), trying to build on past 

learnings. And other content, i'm uploading some of my fave Renegades interviews to mixcloud. 

 

Peter Meakins (South Africa): Nic Tideman was here for an insightful and fruitful week in 

November. We had co-authored a paper Land Tax vs Income Tax an historical South African review, and 

read it November 17th at a University of Cape Town Conference titled "One hundred years of the Income 

Tax Acts."  The proceedings will be published in hard-back in April 2016. 

 

We strategised and met Judge Davis, chairman of the (Presidential) Davis Tax Review Committee, to 

whom SACPRIF had made a submission in 2014.  Nic and he got on like a house on fire.   We were 

invited to make a detailed proposal of a short term plan to penalise unused land with a rates and taxes 

surcharge.  Nic was also asked to critique the 1994 Katz Tax Commission Report, (Davis was one of the 

signatories) and make projections on GDP enhancement, if land taxes replace the others. I prepared a land 

rent estimate for the whole of South Africa and found that up to 50% more rents exist than revenues from 

income taxes and vat. 

 

We also tried unsuccessfully to meet ex President FW de Klerk.  With Nelson Mandela, he co-authored 

the extraordinary sec 25.5 of our Constitution. It does away with the involuntary proletarian condition, by 

making it compulsory for citizens to gain access to land.  His CEO however does not appreciate the 

profound legacy of these two Nobel Peace Prize winners.  A letter was dispatched to FW de Klerk to 

correct this. Stephen Meintjes great new book Our Land, Our Rent, Our Jobs was included. 

These docs are available on request to: meakin70@iafrica.com 

 

 

 
 

 

http://www.earthsharing.org.au/2014/08/06/democratising-land-use/
http://www.mixcloud.com/RenegadeEconomists/
mailto:meakin70@iafrica.com
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Carol Wilcox (UK): Via an article in the Financial Times (FT) by Nicholas Stern, I learned that he 

had been commissioned by the Labour government in about 2004 to write a report on reform of property 

taxes. In it he advocated LVT but it was never published. I shall send a Freedom of Information request to 

try to obtain a copy, but doubt it will be forthcoming. However, we can still 

make some use of this information. 

 

I attended the Labour Party conference as a delegate. At a fringe meeting on housing where I raised LVT 

someone informed me that the UK’s biggest union, Unite, had passed a resolution on LVT at its 

conference in July. In a previous year we exhibited at this conference but were not able to get there this 

time. I spoke to the General Secretary (who knew me as the LVT lady) and subsequently obtained a copy 

of the resolution. The Labour Land Campaign intends to follow this up. 

 

Whilst there I also took the opportunity to hand to Shadow Chancellor, Ed Balls, and his second in 

command, a copy of the paper which I co-wrote on implementing LVT in the UK in a politically 

acceptable way. They both promised me they would read. I also raised LVT in the presence of Ed Balls 

and other members of the Shadow Treasury and Housing teams.  I would not be surprised if the Labour 

Party is considering LVT if it gets elected but will not announce it in its manifesto. 

 

I spoke to FT economics guru Martin Wolf at his book launch, the day after the LVT Colloquium, and 

handed him a copy of the paper, too. 

 

Ed Dodson (US): A strategy Ed is employing to reach others with our perspectives is to post 

comments on a wide range of videos found on Youtube. For example, he will search “lectures on political 

economy,” pick one that is substantive, and offer a critique of what is taught. Other examples are videos 

from a conference of land reform, on tax reform, on poverty, or on economic policy. By becoming a 

follower of Ed on Youtube, you will be notified whenever he makes comments on a particular video, so 

that you can go there and add your own comments (agreeing or disagreeing, as the case may be). The 

objective is to get a conversation going, one that will get other viewers thinking and, perhaps, responding.  

Ed writes: The president of the Henry George School of Social Sciences in New York City recently 

interviewed me on his web series Smart Talk. We discussed how to address the destructive wealth gap 

and increase productivity by means of Sovereign debt-free money, Land Value Taxation, and other de-

monopolizing measures, both in Henry George's time and in our own. International aspects regarding 

trade and China's housing bubble, as well as our indirect support of foreign treasuries via our selling 

treasury bonds is also discussed. I invite you to view this interview and leave whatever comments you 

care the share or raise questions. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lyM0RHwJ2rM 

Ed also reports that a neighborhood organization in Philadelphia has asked for assistance in getting the 

city to recognize their part of the city as a “land value taxation zone.” In November, the director of this 

organization contacted our colleague Bruno Moser, who agreed to meet with her and members of her 

board. Bruno reached out to Ed, who joined Bruno for this meeting. The organization’s full board has 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lyM0RHwJ2rM
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voted to pursue the LVT Zone initiative with the city, and the Center for the Study of Economics has been 

approached to provide the property valuation data and analysis to show how LVT will affect property 

owners in the Zone. 

 

Ed’s classroom instruction will resume in January in Philadelphia at the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute 

at Temple University. He is in the middle of his year-long course “Cooperative Individualism: The Third 

Way to the Just Society.” In the Learning Is For Everyone program at Burlington County College, he will 

also deliver lectures on the political economy of John Adams, Henry George and Winston Churchill. This 

is the second semester he has participated in this program. 

 

Meanwhile, his work as research archivist at the Henry George Birthplace continue under the direction of 

Alex Lough. Earlier this year, Ed completed an Excel spreadsheet that lists all of the material scanned to 

date by the staff at the Henry George School in New York and by him working in Philadelphia. This 

spreadsheet also lists by author every article and paper available online in the School of Cooperative 

Individualism library. Anyone who has material of historical significance that is not included on the list 

should consider donating it to the Henry George Birthplace for inclusion in the movement’s archives.” 

 

 

OUR LAND, OUR RENT, OUR JOBS 

UNCOVERING THE EXPLOSIVE POTENTIAL FOR GROWTH VIA RESOURCE RENTALS 

A new book by Stephen Meintjes and Michael Jacques 

With a foreword by Nobantu Mbeki 

Land rent can provide jobs for all if we just collect it instead of taxing those who create wealth or seek 
merely to survive. This rent, or the locational advantage of each piece of land, is owed to the 
community, whose grant of security of tenure enables the owner to enjoy its man-made and natural 
advantages. Rent has been a phenomenon since the time of the Physiocrats and Adam Smith, but its 
potential has been ignored and the world has got lost in an economic jungle of its own making. 

This book is based on a very simple proposal: replace most taxation with collection of 
land and other natural resource rentals. It shows the way to the broad uplands of prosperity for all, and 
explains why it is time for us to talk about rent! It taps into the current debate in the media and 
economic and political circles around resource rentals in South Africa, and outlines practical steps that 
can be taken to a different tax regime. This book is highly relevant and topical, and offers much to 
stimulate further debate whilst offering something positive and workable.  
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Our Land, Our Rent, Our Jobs abounds with new ideas ... they must be debated, for only in this   

manner can a solution to the crisis be found.” – Dr Thami Mazwai 

 “A valuable contribution filled with sensible commentary that is well supported and well evidenced.”                                  
– Dr Adrian Saville 

“This is an innovative proposal on taxation that simultaneously addresses the issues of equity, growth, job 
creation and tax efficiency. It goes beyond the theory and outlines practical steps that can be taken to a different 
taxation regime ...” – JP Landman 

“[The authors] challenge us to totally rethink the nature of taxation. They propose a radical change – but 
one that falls neatly in line with the Freedom Charter and the Constitution.” – Kennedy Maxwell 

“This is a well-researched book that confronts an uncomfortable yet inevitable discussion.” – Percy Takunda 

About the authors: 

Stephen Meintjes studied law at Stellenbosch and Oxford where he was a 
Rhodes Scholar. He was active in student and opposition politics until the late Eighties 
when he became increasingly concerned with what would happen to the economy after 
political transition. This led to the publication in 1990 of a precursor to the 
present book, The Trial of Chaka Dlamini – an Economic Scenario for the New South Africa, 
co-authored with Michael Jacques (Amagi Books, Johannesburg, 1990). Stephen has spent 
most of his career in investment research and management and is frequently quoted in 
the media, including radio and television. He is currently Head of Research for Imara S.P. 
Reid. 

   

Michael Jacques (Late) was a chartered accountant with Peat, Marwick and 

Mitchell, before lecturing at the commerce faculty of the University of the 

Witwatersrand. He continued working and studying with Stephen on natural 

resources rental collection, including the commencement of this book and the 

submission to the Treasury of various proposals on windfall taxes, royalties and 

general tax reform, until his death in January 2009 at the age of 72. 

 

This book is available on www.publisher.co.za as well  as Amazon ( Kindle version) and from SA 

bookstores. “The website, www.ourland.co.za, will soon be fully operational,” says author Stephen 

Meintjes  stephenmeintjes@gmail.com who sends his warm regards to the members of the IU. 

 

http://www.publisher.co.za/
http://www.ourland.co.za/
mailto:stephenmeintjes@gmail.com
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IU member and long-time Georgist Heather Remoff writes: …the September 2014 issue of Harpers 

Magazine contains an excerpt from a white paper that Joseph Stiglitz wrote for the Roosevelt Institute. 

The pages in Harpers are filled with language that could have been lifted directly from Georgist literature. 

One might think Stiglitz had actually spent time hanging out with a bunch of Georgists. Oh, yeah. Wasn't 

he once in some movie...? What was the title? Of course! The End of Poverty? 

  

It's very satisfying to reap a harvest from seeds planted almost a decade ago. For me, the best part is that 

Stiglitz has made these ideas his own. There's a lesson for Georgists here. Don't demand philosophical 

purity. Be willing to interact with and listen to those whose goals approximate your own. Before you 

know it, a high-profile Nobel prize winner may actually have made your ideas his own and have success 

in getting the message out there.  
 

Joseph Stiglitz: A well-designed tax system can do more than just raise money—it can be 

used to improve economic efficiency and reduce inequality. Our current system does just the 

opposite. Piketty’s proposal for addressing inequality through taxation—a global wealth tax—is a 

political nonstarter, whatever one thinks of its merits. But there are steps the United States—home 

to the worst inequality among the advanced countries—can take on its own. With a sensible 

reform of our domestic tax code, we can simultaneously raise money, improve the performance of 

the economy, and address some of our biggest social problems—not just inequality, but 

joblessness and looming environmental catastrophe.  

Seven Key Takeaways From Joseph E. Stiglitz’s Tax Plan for Growth 
and Equality 
http://billmoyers.com/2014/05/30/seven-key-takeaways-from-joseph-stiglitz%E2%80%99s-tax-

plan-for-growth-and-equality/                                                                          

 

Joseph Stiglitz calls for Fair Taxes for All  
http://billmoyers.com/episode/encore-joseph-e-stiglitz-calls-for-fair-taxes-for-all/ 

The Economist explains:  

Why land value taxes are so popular, yet so rare  
Nov 10th 2014   (Edit. note: This article is excellent but unfortunately ends on a note of futility.)  

 

 

When thinking about any tax, economists focus on how it affects decision-making. Income tax reduces 
the incentive to work. Corporation tax reduces the incentive to invest. Stamp duty deters some marginal 
house sales. Such prevention of mutually beneficial transactions is generally considered bad (though the 
deterrence of actions which hurt third parties—such as pollution—is an exception). Distributional effects 
also matter, although are often ignored on the assumption that any redistribution can happen through 
separate mechanisms. 

http://billmoyers.com/2014/05/30/seven-key-takeaways-from-joseph-stiglitz%E2%80%99s-tax-plan-for-growth-and-equality/
http://billmoyers.com/2014/05/30/seven-key-takeaways-from-joseph-stiglitz%E2%80%99s-tax-plan-for-growth-and-equality/
http://billmoyers.com/episode/encore-joseph-e-stiglitz-calls-for-fair-taxes-for-all/
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Land value taxation is so beloved of economists because, in theory, it does 
not distort decision making. Suppose a land value tax of one per cent on land 
value is introduced tomorrow. There can be no supply response: there 
would still be as much land as there is today. Neither would consumers’ 
preferences change, as land would be no more useful, either. So if the 
market for land is competitive, no transactions would be deterred or encouraged. All that changes is the 
price, which falls until it exactly offsets the discounted cost of paying the tax forever. The buyer assumes 
the burden of paying the tax, so all things considered is no better or worse off. Landlords are unable to 
pass the tax on to tenants, because the supply and demand of rented land is unchanged too. 
Furthermore, if LVTs replaced property taxes, incentives against improving homes and developing land 
would be removed. Yet LVT would continue to account for "undeserved" gains landowners make on the 
investment of others, such as the government improving nearby transport links (this feature of the tax 
appealed to Winston Churchill). 

 

But if LVTs are so great, why are they so rare? One explanation is that it is too 
difficult to value land separately from what sits on it. There is not much of a 
market, for example, for undeveloped land in central London. However, some 
think this can be overcome. The 2010 Mirrlees Review of British taxation argued that bean-counters 
could compare the price of similar buildings in different locations, for instance. In any case, the 
efficiency of the tax does not depend on accurate valuations. The bigger barrier is political. LVTs would 
impose concentrated costs on today’s landowners, who face a new tax bill and a reduced sale price. The 
benefit, by contrast, is spread equally over today’s population and future generations. This problem is 
unlikely to be overcome. Economists will continue to advocate LVTs, and politicians will continue to 
ignore them. 

Dig deeper: 
Proposed changes to property taxes are far from perfect (Oct 2014) 
Governments should make more use of property taxes (July 2013) 
Why an influx of foreign money is good for London's housing market (Nov 2013) 

 

 
Ole Lefman tells us: John Lipetz, chair of the 'Coalition for Economic Justice' (CEJ), in which I 

represent theIU, read the following article from the London 24 October edition of West End Extra. John 
found it so important that he encouraged all of the CEG board members to circulate it. 

 
Let’s raise money from empty sites  –  even Adam Smith saw the merit in a land 
valuation tax by Murad Qureshi , a Labour Member of the London Assembly 
 

http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21625856-proposals-change-property-taxes-abound-none-perfect-lessons-mr-smith
http://www.economist.com/news/finance-and-economics/21580130-governments-should-make-more-use-property-taxes-levying-land
http://www.economist.com/news/britain/21589442-why-influx-foreign-money-good-londons-property-market-live-and-let-buy
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ith mansion tax proposals and fiscal devolution in the air since the Scottish referendum, both the 
left and the right should acknowledge the merits of land valuation taxation (LVT) as the best way 

forward.  The case in central London shows LVT would work better than any mansion tax proposal – in 
particular with empty sites and landlords like the Duke of Westminster and his Grosvenor Estate earning 
him ground rents which date back to a very feudal system of land ownership.  

Don’t get me wrong, I am fully signed up to additional funding for the NHS; that’s the additional 20,000 
nurses and 8,000 GPs, by 2020; but the mansion tax proposal with its exemptions (asset rich but cash 
poor residents won’t have to pay if they are not within the higher tax band) and administrative costs 
may become the most convoluted way of raising the additional monies required for this investment.  

A much better mechanism would be an annual levy on the                                                                              
underlying value of land otherwise known as LVT. 

For example at the GLA it was revealed recently that 170,000 homes with planning permission have 
been left unbuilt in London on stalled developments since 2012.  Such developments can be seen in 
empty sites all over central London like Chelsea Barracks, and along the Edgware Road next to 
Paddington Green police station to name but a few.  Other sites like the old Middlesex Hospital have, till 
recently, laid empty for decades even when land is so scarce.   

An annual levy on these sites would incentivise building and discourage land banking underlining its 
revenue-raising potential and efficiency and its reputation as the most economically efficient of property 
taxes available.  It is also estimated that the revenue it is likely to generate could easily match that of 
other property taxes.   

Arguably it’s also more equitable because it hits landlords like the Duke of Westminster and his estate.    

Take, for example, Victoria Coach Station where the duke owns a third-share, netting his estate about 
£230,000 annually until 2020, while Transport for London manage and run it and we use it and add value 
to it. The value is derived and borne out by the community use and public effort rather than personal 
effort on the part of the landlord, and therefore its return should properly be redistributed back to the 
community.  

With a reputation for being efficient, equitable and with good revenue potential, it’s not surprising, 
therefore, that the likes of the Institute of Economic Affairs, Financial Times & The Economist magazine 
have recently reiterated their commitment to LVT.   

W 

Assembly Member Murad 

Qureshi, who wants a new 
commitment to a land 

valuation tax, and the old 
Middlesex Hospital site 

which lay empty for years. 
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It is so efficient even Adam Smith in An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of the Wealth of 
Nations acclaimed it as such, as the following quote illustrates: “Ground rents are a still more proper 
subject of taxation than the rent of the houses. A tax upon ground rents would not raise the rent of the 
houses. It would fall altogether upon the owner of the ground rent, who acts always as a monopolist, 
and exacts the greatest rent which can be got for the use of his ground…”   (Book V Chapter 2 Article 1).  

On the left, we still have some unfinished business on this front as we have made a number of attempts 
in the past to bring in a LVT.  Both the Attlee government and the administration of the County of 
London under the leadership of Herbert Morrison attempted to install LVT in the 1930s and 1940s 
through legislation.  In London it was attempted during 1938-1939 under the London Rating (site values) 
Bill, and nationally in 1945 one of the provisions of the Town & County Planning Act 1947 attempted to 
collect the development value of the increase in land prices arising from planning consent.   

The latter was repealed in 1951 and in the former, the attempt failed but set out detailed legislation for 
the implementation using annual value assessment.  The very first attempt though was in 1931 when a 
Labour government included it in their budget.    

So this is not new idea but is a tax imposed on land lying empty for years, even decades, aimed at 
landlords benefiting from exorbitant ground rents. Past governments have been keen proponents of a 
LVT; the government of today should implement it.   

 

 
 

Bidding in (US) Government Auction of Airwaves Reaches  
Auction of Airwaves             $34 Billion  

“A government auction of airwaves for use in mobile broadband has blown 

through presale estimates, becoming the biggest auction in the Federal Communications Commission’s  

history,” states a November edition of the New York Times. “Bidding for six blocks of airwaves to be used 

in mobile broadband has topped $34 billion, more than three times the reserve price set by the Federal 

Communications Commission.” The previous record was set in 2008 when the FCC raised $18.9 billion 

raised in a 2008 from the sale of airwaves.  

Initial licenses for this spectrum range will be granted for a twelve-year term, with subsequent renewal 

terms of ten years. Vince Jesaitis, vice president for government affairs at the Information Technology 

Industry Council, a trade group, wrote on the group’s blog: “The clamoring for spectrum available in this 

auction,” he added, “should refocus our lawmakers’ attention on the value of this resource and the need to 

put it to use to meet the needs of the American public.” 

About $7 billion of the proceeds will be used to finance the building of a nationwide public-safety 
communications network, known as FirstNet, with the remainder going to the Treasury. 

 

http://p.nytimes.com/email/re?location=InCMR7g4BCKC2wiZPkcVUvZZYXVRwvD6&user_id=224c9fa9da29ef22fc4730b7a5f764bc&email_type=eta&task_id=1416839993858248&regi_id=0
http://p.nytimes.com/email/re?location=InCMR7g4BCKC2wiZPkcVUvZZYXVRwvD6&user_id=224c9fa9da29ef22fc4730b7a5f764bc&email_type=eta&task_id=1416839993858248&regi_id=0
http://p.nytimes.com/email/re?location=InCMR7g4BCKC2wiZPkcVUvZZYXVRwvD6&user_id=224c9fa9da29ef22fc4730b7a5f764bc&email_type=eta&task_id=1416839993858248&regi_id=0
http://p.nytimes.com/email/re?location=InCMR7g4BCKC2wiZPkcVUvZZYXVRwvD6&user_id=224c9fa9da29ef22fc4730b7a5f764bc&email_type=eta&task_id=1416839993858248&regi_id=0
http://blog.itic.org/blog/how-to-make-25-billion-in-a-weekspectrum-auctions
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Land Rent Theft? 

Speculation in Agricultural Lands in Eastern Germany. Corporations and investors are 

buying into agriculture in Germany's Eastern states on a big scale and pushing out long-established 

businesses. In some areas, investors now own almost a third of total arable land. Many farmers are 

worried they'll be forced out of business entirely. See youtube: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnn25iILA00  (Note Dodson and Hartzok comments and add your 

own!)   

In Public Land Sale Not All of Spain is Buying headlines a 16th November New York Times story 

reporting from CASTELLAR DE LA FRONTERA, Spain. La Almoraima, a farming estate at the edge of a 
nature reserve, is prized by environmentalists. Home to one of Europe’s largest cork forests, it is a rare 
place where deer and boar roam wild within sight of the Rock of Gibraltar. 

The Spanish government, which owns the land, wants to sell it for as much as 300 million euros, or 
about $376 million, pitching it as a perfect spot for a luxury resort, including a five-star hotel, a small 
airport, two golf courses and a polo grounds. The photo below shows a reservoir in La Almoraima. 

The proposed sale is part of a rise in public land deals that politicians 

around the country are promoting in hopes of filling their treasuries 

and accelerating an economic recovery. But they are meeting 

strong opposition from environmentalists and others who 

say the deals evoke the kinds of excesses that got Spain’s economy 

into trouble in the first place. After its real estate bubble burst in 2008, 

the country was littered with unsold condominiums, empty arts 

centers and unused highways. 

Now that the economy appears to be recovering, it is back to 
business as usual, the opponents say. 

“The government hasn’t learned any lesson from the property bubble,” said Alejandro Sánchez Pérez, one 

of the founders of Equo, a Spanish environmentalist party. “Its goal is still to promote speculative 

property deals,” he said, “with a strong focus on tourism, even if that involves handing over patrimony 

like La Almoraima that should clearly belong to all Spaniards, as it has genuine ecological rather than 

financial value.” Continue reading the main story  

 
 

Proposed theft of Native American lands. Hidden in the military spending bill that is moving 

through the US Congress is a package that trades Apache ancestral lands to mining company, Rio Tinto 

PLC. The Senate will be voting on the bill very soon.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnn25iILA00
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/11/17/world/europe/clash-in-spain-over-the-sale-of-public-territory.html?emc=edit_tnt_20141116&nlid=59273525&tntemail0=y#story-continues-3
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Rio Tinto Group is a British-Australian multinational metals and mining corporation with headquarters 

in London, United Kingdom, and a management office in Melbourne, Australia. It is among the world 

leaders in the production of many commodities, including aluminium, iron ore, copper, uranium, coal, and 

diamonds.  

 

“Republicans have been trying to steal this land for years, and they have finally hidden it well enough in 

the current defense bill that passed in the House on December 4th. We have to strip this provision out of 

the bill before it passes the Senate,” says a Daily Kos campaign petition. “Conservationists and 

Democrats have stood alongside the San Carlos Apache Tribe for years in their fight to preserve this land. 

Now they need even more support.” Take action here:  
 
Sign the petition letting Congress know that stealing conservation and ancestral Apache lands in 

order to line the pockets of a foreign mining company is not acceptable.  

 

 

Bruce K. Gagnon, Coordinator of the Global Network Against Weapons & Nuclear Power in Space 

had this to say in an article titled Space Launch Privatization Costing Taxpayers Dearly: 

“ I was asked (in an interview) why the US had privatized the NASA launch program. My response was 
that the aerospace industry is eager to make space operations a profit generating enterprise by having 
the taxpayers pay them to venture into the heavens. The corporations are particularly eager to advance 
space technology to the point that they can begin space mining operations. There were apparently some 
experiments on the cargo re-supply mission that had to do with asteroid mining. 

Aerospace corporation lawyers are very active these days trying to rewrite the U.N.’s Moon and Outer 
Space Treaties that forbid individuals, corporations, or particular countries from claiming ownership of 
the planetary bodies. So the agenda is clear – privatize space operations and rewrite space law to allow 
the aerospace industry to claim ownership of the heavens. But clearly they want the taxpayers to pay 
the freight charges.” Contact Bruce: globalnet@mindspring.com and his website: www.space4peace.org  

       Speaking of air, here is a very interesting Ted Talk about tiny satellites 
that can photograph the entire planet every day. Imagine if they were linked to a database of “who 
owns the earth and what is it worth!” Little satellites that map the earth  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multinational_corporation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/London,_United_Kingdom
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melbourne,_Australia
http://kos.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=2nAYZ8i2dfF%2BDT5tVClfPNM6lV6w83Nf
http://kos.salsalabs.com/dia/track.jsp?v=2&c=2nAYZ8i2dfF%2BDT5tVClfPNM6lV6w83Nf
mailto:globalnet@mindspring.com
http://www.space4peace.org/
http://www.ted.com/talks/will_marshall_teeny_tiny_satellites_that_photograph_the_entire_planet_every_day?utm_source=newsletter_weekly_2014-11-22&utm_campaign=newsletter_weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_content=talk_of_the_week_button
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Rent Freedom Day                  4
th

 February in London                                                                       
From: PricedOut team http://www.pricedout.org.uk/ 

 

 

“We're going to Westminster in February to demand action on housing and we want you to join us,” 

declares the UK Campaign for Affordable House Prices in an invitation that includes the following points: 

 

Next year's General Election will be the most important one for housing in living memory. There are 

enough of us who have been shafted by the housing market to tip the balance at the ballot box. But we 

need to make politicians aware of that - as ever, if politicians think they can get away with maintaining 

the status quo they will. 

 

Rent Freedom Day will make it impossible for MPs to ignore us. Thousands of private renters will 

descend on Parliament on Wednesday 4
th

 February to meet their MPs and get commitments to reform 

housing so that those of us who don't own any are no longer second class citizens. 

 

The day is being organised by a coalition of groups including us and Generation Rent. As well as a mass 

lobby of Parliament, we'll have housing spokespeople from each of the main parties debating the issues 

for the election, plus a series of workshops, talks and comedy. We're hosting a panel event on "Why are 

house prices so high?"  

 

If you're fed up about housing, want to do something about it and can make it to London on 4th February, 

please sign up for free here. 

 

Interested in participating in Rent Freedom Day? Then contact IU President Dave Wetzel here: 

Dave.C.Wetzel@gmail.com  Bring signs and hand-outs about Claiming the Land Rent Commons! 

 

QUOTES 

Antony Trowbridge: Internationally there is a substantial loss of confidence in leadership in all 

levels of government. Contact Antony (Republic of South Africa) for his papers on Key Principles and 

Objectives of Community Economics interafrikaplan@gmail.com 

 

David Korten [Formerly Harvard, USAID and Ford Foundation] says:  “Real development cannot be 

purchased with foreign aid. Development depends on people’s ability to gain control and use it effectively 
and the real resources of their localities to meet their own needs.”    

And these from Jose Martí, father of the Cuban Revolution: 

***Liberty is the right of every man to be honest, to think and to speak without hypocrisy. *** It is a sin 
not to do what one is capable of doing. ***Like stones rolling down hills, fair ideas reach their objectives 
despite all obstacles and barriers. It may be possible to speed or hinder them, but impossible to stop 
them. 

http://www.pricedout.org.uk/
mailto:Dave.C.Wetzel@gmail.com
mailto:interafrikaplan@gmail.com
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 Cartoon courtesy of Bruce Gagnon, Space Network, see page XX.  PLEASE SUBMIT a response 

to this question, to be published in the next issue of the IU View:  “What will happen to the 

problem of “corporate rule” under a system of full land value taxation?” Send to: 

alanna@centurylink.net 
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                 Magic Mulled Wine Recipe  

Mulled wine and all of its various iterations is and has been popular all over the world from the U.K. to 
Germany to the Scandinavian countries. Basically, wherever it’s cold. This recipe is fairly straight forward 
and easy to make, but what makes it special is HOW you make your mulled wine. Instead of throwing 
ingredient after ingredient without much thought, we thought it’d be a great exercise to help you focus 
on your intentions for the coming new year. 

Here’s how it works: As you drop each key ingredient into your pot, there’ll be an accompanying thought 
exercise to help you breathe life, focus, energy, gratitude, and love into your intention. 

Ingredients: 

❤ 4 cups of fresh apple cider 

❤ 1 bottle of red wine (replace with cherry juice or grape juice for non-alcoholic version) 

❤ 1/4 cup of Brandy (exclude if making a non-alcoholic version) 

❤ 3 sticks of cinnamon 

❤ 1 whole orange (zested & juiced) 

❤ 6 whole cloves 

❤ 3 star anise 

❤ 1 whole nutmeg 

❤ 1 tbsp crystalized ginger (if you can’t find crystalized ginger, ginger slices for flavor will work too) 

❤ Sweetener to taste 

❤ Orange zest for garnish (optional) 

Pre-Cooking Instructions: 

1. Pick a single intention or goal to focus on. Perhaps it’s a new career, job, or travel opportunity. Or 
maybe you would like to focus on finding love, emotional healing, or physical health. Whatever it is, be 
clear with what you want. Envision it down to the last detail. Let it play out in your mental movie 
theatre. What does it feel like when you’ve achieved your goal? Who are you with? What have you 
accomplished to get to this point? 

2. Lay out the Cinnamon, Orange, Cloves, Star Anise, Nutmeg, and Ginger. 
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3. Cinnamon has been known as a healing and magical spice for thousands of years and has been used 

in traditional medicine from China to Egypt. It has also been used to attract what you want in your life, 
such as love, money, and happiness. So for cinnamon, we want you to think about what you want to 
attract into your life. You can pull snippets from your mental exercise in step 1. Feel free to hold the 
cinnamon in your hands while you do this or simply lay it in front of you. 

4. Orange is symbolic of warmth, the Sun, breathes new life, and finding direction. The golden hue of 

the fruit itself reminds us of the coming summer, when we can expand and explore beneath the Sun. For 
this ingredient, focus on how your goal will expand your life, spiritually, emotionally, and physically. How 
will accomplishing your goal fulfill you? This could simply be a feeling. If so, let your mind enjoy this 
sensation. 

5. Cloves, like cinnamon, have had a rich history and have been sought after and used for ages. They 

are known for their healing properties (antibacterial and anesthetic) and are symbolic of banishing 
negativity, clearing your head, protection, and purification. For this ingredient, let your mind 
acknowledge any fears or insecurities that may hold you back from accomplishing your goal. Then allow 
yourself to let go of that which does not serve you any longer. Don’t be judgmental or critical. Just 
acknowledge and let go. The cloves will represent your release of any negativity and self-judgement. 

6. The Star Anise is also an ancient spice used for thousands of years in Egypt and China. It has been 

used for various forms of healing, and has been known to increase psychic awareness and intuition. So it 
only makes sense for this ingredient to focus your energy on your own intuition. Hold the star anise in 
your hand and say to yourself, “My intuition will always serve me, and I will listen to it. It will help me 
when I need it most and ensure I do what is best for me.” 

7. Nutmeg has been traditionally linked with luck, and as such has been used to boost one’s chances of 

winning a court case or while gambling. For our purposes, nutmeg will represent opportunity, chance, 
good fortune, and being at the right place at the right time. Whatever it is, know that the right 
opportunity will appear for you. 

8. Ginger is used for it’s healing properties and symbolic of speeding things up, bringing your goals to 

fruition faster. For your mulled wine recipe, ginger will represent passion, fire, speed, and action! Hold 
the ginger in your hands and think of a timeline. When do you want to accomplish your goal? Is there a 
deadline? Envision it happening on a specific date, if you wish. 

It’s also good to note that these ingredients (nutmeg, ginger, cinnamon, and cloves) are all linked with 

the element of FIRE which is symbolic of action, passion, and purifying oneself of negativity. Perfect for 

setting yourself up for 2015! 

Cooking Instructions:  

1. Grab a large pot, big enough for all the ingredients. 

2. In the pot, pour in the apple cider, red wine, and brandy. Keep it at a medium heat. 
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3. With all your intention-infused ingredients laid out before you, it’s time to drop them into the warm 
pot! It’ll be hard to recall everything you’ve done in the previous exercise, so here are the ingredients 
again and what they represent. 

3 sticks of Cinnamon – Attraction. What do you want to attract into your life? 

1 whole Orange (zested & juiced) – Warmth and fulfillment. How will your goal fulfill you spiritually, 

emotionally, mentally? 

6 whole Cloves– Purification. Letting go of any negativity or that which no longer serves you. 

3 Star Anise – Intuition. Trust and embrace your intuition. It will lead you to your goal. 

1 whole Nutmeg  – Opportunity. The right chances, connections, and opportunities will arise to help 

you achieve your goal. 

Ginger – Speed and Fruition. Your intention will become real in an appropriate time. 

4. As you drop each of the ingredients into the pot, quickly feel or recall what you worked through in the 
exercise. Once all the ingredients are in, let the pot come to a boil before turning off the heat. Then let 
steep for 10 minutes. 

5. When you’re ready, pour yourself a cup. Add sweetener if you wish, and garnish with a little orange 
zest! As you sip it, enjoy the warmth as it goes into your body. Once again, imagine the joy, love, and 
satisfaction you will feel when you achieve or attract what it is you intend to. 

And that is your magic mulled wine!  Do what works best for you and alter it however you wish. There’s 
no hard and fast rule. The point is to define your focus, your goals, and allow yourself to make a 
declaration to the Universe and yourself that you WILL accomplish what you set out to do!  
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